
Year 7 Sizzling Speller Words (cont.)

aboriginal athletic century continent

absence attempt cereal control

accept attractive champ conversation

ache audience chapter costume

achieve automatic character cottage

acre average chemist council

action avoid choir courage

advantage backward chorus creature

advertise badge citizen crime

advice beast clerk criminal

affectionate behaviour clover cure

agent bitumen coach curious

agriculture blast coarse curtain

anchor blossom college cushion

announce blouse command dare

annual bounce commence decision

appreciate brass committee declare

argument breathe competition degree

assembly burglar complete delicious

assistance camera consider delighted

association cease constable deliver

athlete ceiling content dense



depart due expand furnish

departure duty expense further

depth dwarf expensive generous

describe eagle explode goodness

description earn explosion gradual

design editor export gravel

designation education express graze

destroy elder extreme grease

detail elect fashion habit

develop election fertile haul

development employ fever hawk

diamond engineer fierce height

difference entertain fisherman hesitate

difficult envelope folk highway

disappear equipment forehead hoarse

discovery event foreign hollow

discuss eventually foul horizon

display exactly fowl human

disturb examine frame humour

division excellent freight hymn

doubt exhaust frequent immense

drought exhibit fuel import
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improve labour mischief occurred

incident language moisture onion

independent launch mosquito operate

index laundry motion operation

inform league mount opinion

information level multiply opposite

inhabit liberty murder organize

injured likely mystery ornament

injury liquid natural oxygen

instance magazine necessary package

instrument majority negro paragraph

intelligent manufacture neighbour parliament

invent marvellous nervous particular

invitation meanwhile nuclear pasture

ion measles nucleus patient

irrigation medicine nuisance perfume

jealous memory nylon permission

jewel method oasis persuade

justice migrant observe photograph

kerosene military occasion physical

knob minister occupation pigeon

knowledge mirror occupy pioneer



plantation punctual religion servant

poet purchase remarkable settlement

popular purpose represent severe

possess pursue request

poultry pursuit require

prayer puzzle respect

president pyjamas route

pressure quantity satisfy

pretend quarrel savage

prey rapidly scarce

primary rare science

principal rattle scientist

prisoner realize scissors

private rear scone

probable reasonable scramble

process receipt secretary

production recognize section

programme recreation seize

progress refinery select

property reflect sensible

provide refreshments serial

provision regret serious
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